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    Background:   Gene expression profi ling data for human pri-

mary cutaneous melanomas are scarce because of the lack of 

retrospective collections of frozen tumors. To identify differen-

tially expressed genes that may be involved in melanoma pro-

gression and prognosis, we investigated the relationship 

between gene expression profi les and clinical outcome in a 

cohort of patients with primary melanoma.   Methods:   Labeled 

complementary RNA (cRNA) from each tissue sample was 

hybridized to a pangenomic 44K 60-mer oligonucleotide 

microarray. Class comparison and class prediction analyses 

were performed to identify genes whose expression in primary 

melanomas was associated with 4-year distant metastasis – free 

survival among 58 patients with at least 4 years of follow-up, 

distant metastasis, or death. Results were validated immuno-

histochemically at the protein level in 176 independent primary 

melanomas from patients with a median clinical follow-up of 

8.5 years. Survival was analyzed with a Cox multivariable 

model and stratifi ed log-rank test. All statistical tests were two-

sided.   Results:   We identifi ed 254 genes that were associated 

with distant metastasis – free survival of patients with primary 

melanoma. These 254 genes include genes involved in activat-

ing DNA replication origins, such as minichromosome mainte-

nance genes and geminin. Twenty-three of these genes were 

studied at the protein level; expression of fi ve (MCM4,   P   = 

.002; MCM3,   P   = .030; MCM6,   P   = .004; KPNA2,   P   = .021; 

and geminin,   P   = .004) was statistically signifi cantly associated 

with overall survival in the validation set. In a multivariable 

Cox model adjusted for tumor thickness, ulceration, age, and 

sex, expression of MCM4 (hazard ratio [HR] of death = 4.04, 

95% confi dence interval [CI] = 1.39 to 11.76;   P   = .010) and 

MCM6 (HR of death = 7.42, 95% CI = 1.99 to 27.64;   P   = .003) 

proteins was still statistically signifi cantly associated with 

overall survival.   Conclusion:   We identifi ed 254 genes whose 

expression was associated with metastatic dissemination of 

cutaneous melanomas. These genes may shed light on the 

molecular mechanisms underlying poor prognosis in mela-

noma patients.   [J Natl Cancer Inst 2006;98:472 – 82]   

  Melanoma is the most life-threatening neoplasm of the skin, 

and its incidence and mortality have been increasing world-

wide  ( 1 , 2 ) . The development of melanoma is a classical ex-

ample of a neoplasm progressing through discrete stages that 

have well-known clinical and histologic features. However, 

the key underlying molecular events have not been clearly elu-

cidated, which may explain why no targeted therapy has been 

developed and why almost no clinical benefi t from new thera-

pies has been clearly demonstrated in patients with melanoma 

since the late 1970s. 

 Results of several expression studies designed to investigate 

the molecular mechanisms associated with melanoma progres-

sion have recently been reported  ( 3  –  13 ) ; however, these studies 

used melanoma cell lines or metastatic tissue samples. No large 

gene expression profi ling study of primary human melanomas 

from patients with long clinical follow-up has yet been reported 

because of limitations in the availability of primary human mela-

noma tissue. In fact, the entire primary tumor is customarily fi xed 

and embedded in paraffi n for histologic diagnosis, and so frozen 

tissue is usually available only from metastatic melanomas. Thus, 

gene expression profi ling data for human primary cutaneous 

 melanomas are scarce, and data with prognostic implication are 

entirely lacking. 

 Since the early 1980s, we have systematically frozen repre-

sentative portions from both primary and metastatic melanomas, 

as well as from benign melanocytic lesions, and stored them at 

 − 80 °C. At the time of the original diagnosis on fi xed, paraffi n-

embedded tissue, we also prepared high-quality sections stained 

with hematoxylin – eosin from each frozen sample to exclude 

sampling error or to refi ne the diagnosis and to assess histologic 

and/or immunohistochemical prognostic factors. This practice 

has not introduced diffi culties for the diagnosis or microstaging 

of melanoma in our institutions. 

 In this study, we used samples of 83 primary melanomas from 

this collection for genome-wide gene expression profi ling. We 

investigated the relationship between gene expression profi les 

and clinical outcome in a large cohort of patients with primary 
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melanoma of the skin, and we applied class comparison and class 

prediction analyses to identify genes whose expression was as-

sociated with 4-year distant metastasis – free survival. Also, we 

investigated differences in gene expression between paired pri-

mary and metastatic melanomas. These results were validated 

by use of immunohistochemistry in an independent cohort of 

 patients with melanoma who had long-term follow-up. 

  P ATIENTS AND  M ETHODS  

  Patient Populations 

 Melanoma patients with available fresh frozen tissue were 

identifi ed from the fi les of the pathology departments at Univer-

sity Hospitals in Leuven, Belgium (study series; n = 83) and at 

the Gustave-Roussy Institute in Villejuif, France (validation se-

ries; n = 17). The 17 specimens from the Gustave-Roussy Insti-

tute were all the frozen melanomas in the vertical growth phase 

that were available at this institution. For nine of the 83 patients 

from Leuven, paired frozen samples of the primary melanoma 

and its metastasis were available. These nine metastases in-

cluded fi ve cutaneous and four lymph node metastases. For all 

cases, representative part(s) of the tumor had been frozen in 

 liquid  nitrogen – cooled isopentane at the time of diagnosis and 

stored at a temperature below  − 80 °C until use. The rest of the 

tissue had been fi xed in buffered formalin, embedded in paraf-

fi n, and used for routine histology. To exclude possible biases in 

pathologic diagnosis and microstaging caused by freezing only 

part of the lesion, a high-quality frozen section was made at time 

of diagnosis. All patients were treated uniformly — i.e., complete 

excision of the primary melanoma that was followed by reexci-

sion with margins according to the thickness of the primary 

 tumor — and none of the patients had undergone sentinel lymph 

node biopsy during the pathologic staging procedure. Tissue 

collections and the specifi c study protocol were approved by 

the medical ethical committees and institutional review boards 

of the University Hospitals at the Katholieke Universiteit 

Leuven and of the  Gustave-Roussy Institute. Each melanoma 

of our patient cohort was reviewed by three pathologists 

(V.  Winnepenninckx, J. J. van den Oord, and A. Spatz). Clinical 

data available included age, sex, site of involvement, American 

Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) tumor evaluation (T1A –

 4B), and AJCC stage at diagnosis (I – IV)  ( 14 ) . The clinical and 

histopathologic characteristics of the study and validation series 

are summarized in      Table 1 .    

  RNA and DNA Extraction and Purifi cation 

 From all frozen samples, we cut a 5- μ m section and used it to 

assess two previously defi ned inclusion criteria, i.e., that at least 

70% of the cells were tumor cells and that the melanoma was at 

least 1 mm thick or was in the vertical growth phase  ( 15 ) . Frozen 

blocks that contained less than 70% melanoma cells (i.e., con-

tained too many adjacent epithelial and stromal components) 

were trimmed under sterile conditions to remove excess non-

tumorous components. After trimming, these tumors and tumors 

with more than 70% melanoma cells were treated in the same 

way. From each block, we cut 20 – 40 cryostat sections (each 

10  μ m thick) under sterile conditions. Sections were collected in 

 Eppendorf tubes containing 350  μ L of RLT lysis buffer (Westburg, 

 Leusden, The Netherlands) to which 1% 2-mercaptoethanol was 

added immediately before use and vortex mixed for 5 minutes. 

Eppendorf tubes were then held at room temperature for another 

hour and frozen. Finally, another section was cut from the rest of 

the frozen block and stained with hematoxylin – eosin, and the in-

clusion criteria were evaluated again on this section. Eventually, 

among 178 frozen primary melanomas in the tissue repository, 

32 were rejected at this stage for diagnostic reasons, 22 did not 

  Table 1.       Pertinent clinical and histologic characteristics of the microarray study 
and validation series*  

Characteristic
Study population 

(n = 83)

Validation 
population 

(n = 17)

Median age, y (range) 63.5 (1 – 93) 61 (40 – 88)
Median Breslow thickness, 
  mm (range)

3.3 (0.4 – 18.6) 4.9 (1.2 – 20)

Sex, No.
    Male 27 9
    Female 56 8
Site, No.
    Head and neck 10 1
    Trunk 24 3
    Limbs 44 7
    Extremities 5 6
Melanoma type, No.
    Superfi cial spreading melanoma 49 6
    Nodular melanoma 15 7
    Acrolentiginous melanoma 7 0
    Lentigo maligna melanoma 1 4
    Other † 11 0
AJCC stage at diagnosis    
    I 27 3
    II 38 8
    III 15 3
    IV 3 3
Ulceration, No.
    Absent 52 0
    Present 31 14
    NA 0 3
Regression, No.
    Absent 67 12
    Present 15 5
    NA 1 0
Mitotic rate, No. per mm 2 
    0 6 0
    1 – 6 39 10
    >6 38 7
Cell type, No.
    Epithelioid 56 10
    Epithelioid and spindle 6 5
    Spindle 8 0
    Other 13 2
TILs  ‡  , No.
    Absent 32 8
    Nonbrisk 29 4
    Brisk 22 5
Neovascularization, No.
    Absent 72 11
    Present 11 6
Elastolysis, No.
    Absent 39 3
    Slight or moderate 29 14
    Severe (nodular) 9 0
    NA 6 0
Median follow-up, §  mo 59 53

   *   AJCC = American Joint Committee on Cancer; NA = not available.   

    †Other = desmoplastic melanoma and small-cell melanoma.  

   ‡   TILs = host response by tumor-infi ltrating lymphocytes; nonbrisk = focal or 

discontinuous; brisk = continuous.  

  §  Median follow-up for distant metastasis – free survival was calculated by use 

of the inverted Kaplan – Meier method.  
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yield enough RNA, and 41 had degraded RNA. The RNA re-

trieval ratio for this study set was, therefore, 0.57. 

 Total RNA was isolated by use of the RNeasy kit from 

Qiagen after DNase treatment and purifi ed by following the 

 manufacturer’s protocol. DNA was recovered from the fi rst col-

umn eluate by ethanol precipitation (RNA binds to the RNeasy 

column, but DNA and proteins do not). DNA was dissolved 

in TE buffer (10 mM Tris HCl at pH 8.0 and 1 mM EDTA at 

pH 8.0). DNA was further purifi ed on QIAamp DNA kit from 

Qiagen. RNA concentrations were adjusted to 100 ng/ μ L, as 

measured with a Nanodrop spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Tech-

nologies; Wilmington, DE). A pool of RNA, obtained by mixing 

equal amounts (500 ng) of total RNA from each of the 83 pri-

mary tumors in the study set, was used to prepare the reference 

complementary RNA (cRNA). The quality of RNA preparations 

was assessed with Lab-on-a-chip Bioanalyzer 2000 technology 

(Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA), the 28S/18S ribosomal 

RNA ratio was used as the control. All samples included in this 

study had a 28S/18S ribosomal RNA ratio of more than 1.5, with 

an average of 1.8.  

  Oligonucleotide Microarray Technology 

 Agilent oligonucleotide technology uses dual-color analysis, 

in which probes from tumor tissue and from the reference tissue 

are differentially labeled by the incorporation of cyanine 3 (Cy3) 

and cyanine 5 (Cy5) (Agilent Technologies), respectively. Probes 

were synthesized from 500 ng of total RNA in two steps accord-

ing to the manufacturer’s instructions. In the fi rst step, double-

stranded cDNA was synthesized with mouse Moloney murine 

leukemia virus (Agilent Technologies) reverse transcriptase and 

an oligo(dT) – T7 RNA polymerase promoter (Agilent Technolo-

gies). One microliter of double-stranded cDNA reaction product 

was diluted in 200  μ L of nuclease-free water and stored at  − 20 °C 

for further real time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT –

 PCR), as a control. In the second step, we synthesized antisense 

cRNAs that were labeled by the incorporation of CTP-Cy3 or 

CTP-Cy5 (Perkin Elmer) during in vitro transcription. All re-

agents were from the Agilent’s Fluorescent Linear Amplifi cation 

kit adapted for use with small amounts of total RNA. Labeled 

cRNAs were fragmented to an average size of 50 – 100 nucleo-

tides by heating the samples at 60 °C in a fragmentation buffer 

provided by Agilent. One microgram of purifi ed cRNA from each 

sample was mixed with the same amount of reference cRNA. 

Hybridization was performed on whole-human-genome 44K oli-

gonucleotide microarrays (product G4112A; Agilent) with re-

agents and protocols provided by the manufacturer. 

 Probe synthesis and hybridization, with a reference design 

 ( 15 ) , were conducted as single experiments for the analysis of 

the 83 Cy5-labeled cRNAs from the primary melanomas in the 

study set with the Cy3-labeled cRNA pool and for the analysis 

of 17 Cy5-labeled cRNAs from primary tumors in the validation 

set. A direct comparison was carried out to study differential 

gene expression between the Cy3-labeled cRNAs from the pri -

mary melanoma and the Cy5-labeled cRNA from its metastasis. 

We also performed dye-swap experiments comparing the 

Cy5-labeled cRNAs from the primary melanoma with the Cy3-

labeled cRNA from its metastasis to increase the precision of 

these direct comparisons  ( 16 ) . 

 Feature extraction software provided by Agilent (version 7.2) 

was used to quantify the intensity of fl uorescent images and to 

normalize results by subtracting local background fl uorescence, 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. All of the data 

were imported into Resolver software (Rosetta Biosoftware, 

Kirkland, WA) for database management, quality control, and 

analysis.  

  RT – PCR 

 Primer and probes used in this study were as follows (gene 

symbol/RefSeq identity/assay identity): KLK7/NM_005046/

Hs00192503_m1; PCNA/NM_002592/Hs00427214_g1; KPNA

2/NM_002266/Hs00818252_g1; MCM6/NM_005915/Hs00195

504_m1; MCM3/NM_002388/Hs00172459_m1; MC  M4/NM_00

5914/Hs00172459_m1; PGDS/NM_014485/Hs00183950_m1; 

RFC4/NM_002916/Hs00427469_m1; NME1/NM_000269/Hs

00264824_m1, and 18S ribosomal RNA. Reagents were pur  -

ch ased from Applera (Foster City, CA). 

 Sequences were amplifi ed by PCR with the Taqman Universal 

Master Mix (Applera) and primer and probe reagents (Applera), 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Applera). Reac-

tions were carried out in an ABI 7000 sequence detection system, 

whose software analyses fl uorescent signals and calculates the 

cycle threshold. Careful monitoring of cycle threshold (Ct) –

  negative controls for each target showed the absence of carry-

overs. The expression profi le for each specimen was assessed by 

using the comparative threshold cycle (2 ddCt ) method, according 

to the manufacturer’s instructions (Applera).  

  Immunohistochemistry 

 Tissue microarrays (product MTA1; Beecher Instruments, 

Sun Prairie, WI) were used for immunohistochemical studies of 

tumor tissue from 62 patients with adequate material from the 

original study set and from an additional validation set of 176 

patients with primary cutaneous melanoma — i.e., 63 patients 

 diagnosed at Gustave-Roussy Institute, Villejuif, France, and 113 

patients diagnosed at the 12 Octubre University Hospital,  Madrid, 

Spain — with a median follow-up of 8.5 years. 

 After inactivation of endogenous peroxidase activity in meth-

anol and H 2 O 2  and heat-induced epitope retreatment in 10 mM 

Tris HCl at pH 9.0 and 1 mM EDTA, sections were incubated 

with antibodies against CDC2, CDC6, CENPA, ephrin B6, ECT2, 

factor X, geminin, HAUSP, interleukin 6, KLK5, KLK7, KLK11, 

karyopherin- α 2, MCM3, MCM4, MCM6, NEK2, NME1, PCNA, 

prostaglandin D synthase, RFC4, survivin, or WNT11 proteins. 

All antibodies were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnol-

ogy (Santa Cruz, CA) except those against CDC2 and CDC6 

 (Oncogene Science, Cambridge, MA),  interleukin 6 (Genzyme, 

Cambridge, MA), NME1 (Dakopatts, Copenhagen, Denmark), 

and PCNA (Novocastra, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, United  Kingdom). 

A  peroxidase-labeled polymer (Envision; Dakopatts) was added 

to the reaction mixture, and enzyme activity was detected by use 

of 3-amino-9-ethylcarbazole as substrate, which produced a 

brightly red reaction product that contrasted well with the brown 

melanin in the sections. Sections were independently scored by 

two pathologists (V. Winnepenninckx and J. J. van den Oord) on 

a four-level scale (grade 1 = 0; grade 2 = 1% – 10%; grade 3 = 

11% – 50%; and grade 4 = >50%) for the percentage of cells with 

a stained nucleus (for nuclear immunoreactivity) and/or cyto-

plasm (for  cytoplasmic immunoreactivity). For each lesion, the 

average  cytoplasmic or nuclear expression value obtained with 
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the  immunohistochemical tissue microarrays was used to sum-

marize the expression values of different cores.  

  Data Availability 

 The microarray data analyzed in this paper have been sub-

mitted to the Array Express data repository at the European 

 Bioinformatics Institute ( http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/ ) 

under the following accession numbers: E-TABM-1 IGR_

 MELANOMA_STUDY (corresponding to the 83-patient study 

set), E-TABM-2 IGR_MELANOMA_VALID (17-patient vali-

dation set), and E-TABM-4 IGR_MELANOMA_META (nine-

patient set with paired tumors and metastases). The gene 

expression  table used to create      Fig. 1  (83 tumors times 11   043 

genes) is available under the fi rst accession number.    

  Statistical Analysis 

 Statistical analyses were performed with the SAS System, 

 version 8.2, and BRB-ArrayTools software, version 3.3  ( 17 ) . Un-

supervised hierarchical clustering analysis was performed with 

the Rosetta Resolver system, version 4, by use of mean centered 

 correlation and average linkage for both sequences and arrays. 

Statistically signifi cantly regulated sequences were defi ned as 

those sequences whose expression in tumors was statistically 

 signifi cantly different from the expression in the pool, as cal-

culated by the Agilent microarray-specifi c error model  ( 18 ) , in 

at least one of four experiments (21 of 83 tumors) and for 

which the intensity of the two channels was higher than 100 in 

half of the experiments (i.e., at least 42 of 83 experiments). For 

this analysis, a  P  value of less than .01 was considered statisti-

cally signifi cant. After normalization and correction of fl uores-

cence intensities from the scanned images with Agilent Feature 

Extraction software, 11   043 statistically signifi cantly regulated 

sequences were retained for analysis. For all analyses on the 

 primary tumors, the 11   043 statistically signifi cantly regulated 

sequences were used. 

 The primary endpoint for the study was distant metastasis –

 free survival, which was defi ned as the time interval between the 

diagnosis of the primary cutaneous melanoma and a distant me-

tastasis or death from melanoma. A distant metastasis was de-

fi ned as a documented melanoma with a location beyond the fi rst 

regional lymph node basin. Patients alive without distant metas-

tasis or with a death not related to cancer were censored at the 

date of last follow-up or at the date of death, respectively. Overall 

survival was defi ned as the time from diagnosis until death (from 

any cause). Patients alive at the date of last follow-up were cen-

sored at that date. 

 To identify sequences associated with reduced rates of death 

from distant metastases, we analyzed data for the 58 of the 83 

patients with at least 4 years of follow-up, intercurrent distant 

metastasis, or death. Eight patients with a reported death related 

to another cause within 4 years and 17 patients without a reported 

event but with a follow-up of less than 4 years were excluded 

from this analysis. Patients were separated into two groups, one 

group with distant metastasis – free survival of more than 4 years 

(group M  −  ) and one group with distant metastasis – free survival 

of 4 years or less (group M + ). We used an exploratory class com-

parison analysis to determine which sequences were differen-

tially expressed between the two groups. For this analysis, we 

used a two-sample  t  test whose  P  values were adjusted by the 

false discovery rate step-up method of Benjamini and Hochberg 

 ( 19 )  to account for multiple testing. 

 For supervised class prediction analysis of the 58 patients in 

the study set with at least 4 years of follow-up and the 17 pa-

tients in the validation set, we chose the nearest prediction rule, 

which has been intensively studied on data from several micro-

array studies [Michiels et al.  ( 20 )  and references therein]. This 

prediction rule classifi es new patients according to the correla-

tion between the expression of their signature sequences and 

the average profi les in the two prognostic groups (groups M +  

and M  −  ), the predicted category being the one with the highest 

correlation. The default gene selection procedure from BRB 

ArrayTools was used, in which the sequences that were differ-

entially expressed at a statistical signifi cance level of  P  = .001 

were included in the prediction rule. Leave-one-out cross-

 validation was used to estimate the prediction accuracy. One 

sample is left out, and the remaining samples are used to build 

the prediction rule, which is then used to classify the left-out 

sample. The entire model- building process was repeated for 

each leave-one-out training set to provide unbiased estimates of 

the prediction accuracy  (21 , 22) . The statistical signifi cance of 

the cross-validated misclassifi cation rate was determined by re-

peating the entire cross-validation procedure on the 58 patients 

in group M +  and group M  −   randomly permuted 2000 times  ( 23 ) . 

The  P  value was obtained from the proportion of times this re-

labeling resulted in a lower misclassifi cation rate. All  P  values 

obtained were adjusted by the false discovery rate step-up 

method of Benjamini and Hochberg and are referred to as ad-

justed  P  values. 

 Pearson’s correlation values were used to analyze correlations 

between gene expression and thickness. We used Fisher’s exact 

tests, Wilcoxon tests, and chi-squared tests to assess differences 

between the clinicopathologic variables of patients whose dis-

ease recurred and patients whose disease did not recur. 

 For the immunohistochemical validation study, the survival 

distributions between groups were compared by stratifi ed log-

rank tests and stratifi ed Cox models. The multivariable analysis 

was adjusted for all the clinical and histologic prognostic factors 

that were selected by a backward selection procedure in a Cox 

regression model (with a selection probability to stay in the 

model of .05). The proportional hazards assumption was verifi ed 

by tests for interactions between time and the covariates; the data 

confi rmed the proportionality assumption. All statistical tests 

were two-sided.   

  R ESULTS  

  Two Major Melanoma Subsets From Unsupervised 

Hierarchical Clustering 

 Using two-channel hybridization to genome-wide oligonu-

cleotide arrays carrying 41   675 probes, we generated gene ex-

pression profi les for 83 primary melanomas (study set from 

University Hospitals in Leuven, Belgium) including 27 stage I, 

38 stage II, 15 stage III, and three stage IV tumors, with stages 

defi ned according to the AJCC staging system. After normaliza-

tion and correction of fl uorescence intensities from the scanned 

images with Agilent Feature Extraction software, 11   043 statisti-

cally signifi cantly regulated sequences were retained for analy-

sis. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of the study set, which 

was based on the similarities in expression for these 11   043 
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 sequences,  revealed two distinct main clusters — a larger cluster 

of 49 tumors (left cluster) and a smaller cluster of 33 tumors 

(right cluster) (     Fig. 1 ). One patient could not be classifi ed into 

either cluster and therefore was excluded from cluster compari-

son. A sensitivity analysis that applied three more stringent fi l-

tering criteria (and hence identifi ed fewer sequences) identifi ed 

very similar clusters. When we examined the relationships be-

tween the two  clusters and the patient and tumor characteristics, 

we found statistically signifi cant differences in the median thick-

ness of the lesions (1.7 mm in the left cluster versus 5.5 mm in 

the right cluster;  P <.001); the right cluster contained the three 

stage IV and eight of the 15 stage III patients, as well as two-

thirds of the patients with ulcerated melanomas. Four-year dis-

tant metastasis – free survival rates were 0.76 (95% confi dence 

interval [CI] = 0.64 to 0.90) for patients in the left cluster and 

0.46 (95% CI = 0.30 to 0.68) for patients in the right cluster; 

overall survival rates were 0.69 (95% CI = 0.57 to 0.84) for 

 patients in the left cluster and 0.53 (95% CI = 0.38 to 0.75) for 

patients in the right cluster. Comparison analyses showed that 

distant metastasis – free survival and overall survival were statis-

tically signifi cantly different between the 49 patients included in 

the left cluster and the 33 patients in the right cluster (for distant 

metastasis – free survival,  P  = .002; and for overall survival,  P  = 

.041; log-rank tests). Thus, unsupervised clustering permitted 

melanomas with increased survival to be distinguished from 

those with decreased survival.  

  Fig. 1.     Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of 83 primary melanomas. The 
unsupervised hierarchical clustering was based on similarities in expression 
measured over the fi ltered 11   043 genes.  A ) Two-dimensional representation of 
transcript logarithmic ratios for 83 primary melanomas. Data were obtained by 
hierarchical clustering that used the average linkage for both genes and for tumors. 
For clustering, the distance metric used was 1 minus mean centered correlation. 
Each row represents one gene and each column represents a tumor. The  color 

bar  at the top indicates the level of mRNA expression.  Red  = higher level of 
expression of mRNA in the tumor than the reference level of mRNA (pool of all 

primary tumors);  green  = lower level of expression than the reference;  black  = 
no change from the reference. The  black bar  divides the left cluster of data from 
the right cluster.  B ) Kaplan – Meier analysis of distant metastasis – free survival 
(DMFS) and overall survival (OS) among 80 patients according to whether they 
were found in the left or right cluster defi ned as the two main clusters cutting 
the dendrogram at the fi rst split. For 4-year DMFS, left cluster = 76% (95% 
confi dence interval [CI] = 64% to 90%) and right cluster = 46% (95% CI = 30% 
to 68%). For 4-year OS, left cluster = 69% (95% CI = 57% to 84%) and right 
cluster 53% (95% CI = 38% to 75%). All statistical tests were two-sided.    
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  Class Comparison: Distant Metastasis – free 

Survival at 4 Years 

 To identify gene sequences associated with 4-year distant 

 metastasis – free survival, we performed an exploratory class 

comparison analysis of gene expression data from 58 patients 

with at least 4 years of follow-up. These patients were separated 

into 32 patients with no reported distant metastasis or death 

within 4 years (group M  −  ) and 26 patients with a reported distant 

metastasis within 4 years (group M + ). A comparison of the clini-

cal and histologic characteristics of these two groups is presented 

in       Table 2 . For each gene examined, the mean fl uorescence inten-

sities (logarithm of ratios), as a measure of gene expression, be-

tween the two groups were compared by use of a  t  test, in which 

an adjusted  P  value of less than .05 was statistically signifi cant. 

A total of 361 sequences were statistically signifi cantly differen-

tially expressed between the two groups (Supplementary      Table 1 ; 

available at  http://jncicancerspectrum.oxfordjournals.org/jnci/

content/vol98/issue7 ).    

  Class Prediction: Distant Metastasis – free 

Survival at 4 Years 

 We performed a class prediction analysis on the 11   043  fi ltered 

sequences by use of the nearest centroid prediction rule. 

 Sequences that were differentially expressed, at a statistical sig-

nifi cance level of  P  = .001, were included in the gene classifi er. 

The prediction accuracy of this gene classifi er was estimated by 

a full leave-one-out cross-validation analysis (i.e., repeating 

the gene selection procedure at each leave-one-out step) on the 

58-patient dataset. From this analysis, we obtained an estimated 

misclassifi cation rate of 29%. Results of a permutation test (i.e., 

2000 permutations) indicated that the probability of randomly 

achieving this misclassifi cation rate by the prediction rule was 

equal to .04. 

 We found that the expression of the top 254 sequences (Sup-

plementary      Table 1; available at http://jncicancerspectrum.

oxfordjournals.org/jnci/content/vol98/issue7 ), which we termed 

the 254-gene classifi er, differed between groups M +  and M  −   at 

the statistical signifi cance level of .001. The expression pattern 

of these 254 sequences in the 58 samples is shown in      Fig. 2 . Of 

these 254 sequences, 174 correspond to known genes. Seventy-

fi ve of these 174 genes have been previously reported to be in-

volved in the biology of cancer, but only 30 of the 75 genes have 

been studied in melanoma. We then used the expression of these 

254 genes to classify 17 patients from an independent validation 

set, of whom nine developed distant metastasis within 4 years 

(group M + ) and eight remained free from distant metastasis 

(group M  −  ). The nearest centroid prediction rule using the ex-

pression of these 254 sequences classifi ed 11 of these 17 patients 

correctly (65%, 95% CI = 38% to 87%;      Fig. 2 ).   

 We compared the prediction accuracy of our 254-gene 

 clas sifi er, as estimated by the leave-one-out cross-validation 

 procedure, with the prediction accuracy of the two most statisti-

cally signifi cant histologic prognostic parameters in primary 

melanomas — i.e., tumor thickness and ulceration  ( 14 ) . For this 

purpose, we constructed a clinical prediction rule that was based 

on the AJCC melanoma staging system. Patients with primary 

melanoma that was more than 4 mm thick or patients with an 

ulcerated melanoma that was more than 2 mm thick were classi-

fi ed as having poor prognosis; all other patients were classifi ed as 

having favorable prognosis. Using this clinical prediction rule, 

we obtained a misclassifi cation rate of 28% for our set of 58 pa-

tients, which is very close to the misclassifi cation rate of 29% 

obtained with the 254-gene classifi er.  

  Correlation Between Gene Expression and 

Tumor Thickness 

 When we used a correlation test to determine the relationship 

between gene expression and melanoma thicknesses for the 83 

melanomas in the study set, we found that 652 sequences were 

highly correlated with thickness (at an adjusted statistical sig-

nifi cance level of  P <.001; range of absolute correlation coeffi -

cients = .50 – .71; Supplementary      Table 2 ; available at  http://jnci

cancerspectrum.oxfordjournals.org/jnci/content/vol98/issue7 ). 

Of these 652 sequences, 145 were included in our 254-gene clas-

sifi er. From the 652 sequences, 477 sequences were negatively 

  Table 2.       Comparison of patient characteristics between the favorable (M  −  ) and 
unfavorable (M + ) prognosis groups used in the supervised analysis  *    

Variable
M  −   group 
(n = 32)

M +  group 
(n = 26)

 
P 

Median age, y (range)† 57 (12 – 81) 71 (1 – 89) .07
Median thickness (Breslow), 
  mm (range)†

2.0 (0.4 – 7.5) 5.3 (1.0 – 18.6) .001

AJCC stage at diagnosis, No.‡ <.001
    I 15 2
    II 15 11
    III or IV 2 13
Sex, No.§ .25
    Male 7 10
    Female 25 16
   Site, No.§ .59
    Axial 11 11
    Extremities 21 15
   Melanoma type, No.§ .02
    SMM  21 11
    Others 6 13
Ulceration§ .003
    Absent 26 11
    Present 6 15
Regression§ .49
    Absent 25 23
    Present 6 3
Mitotic rate, No.§ .02
    <6 mitoses per mm 2 22 9
     ≥ 6 mitoses per mm 2 10 17
Predominant cell type§ 1.00
    Spindle 9 8
    Others 23 18
TILs‡ .75
    Absent 12 10
    Nonbrisk 10 10
    Brisk 10 6
Neovascularization or
  angiotropism, No.§

.27

    Absent 29 20
    Present 3 6
Elastolysis§ .56
    Absent to moderate 17 15
    Severe 13 9  

   *   AJCC = American Joint Committee on Cancer; SSM = superfi cial spreading 

melanoma; TILs = host response by tumor-infi ltrating lymphocytes; nonbrisk = 

focal or discontinuous; brisk = continuous. 

†Wilcoxon test, two-sided. 

‡chi-squared test, two-sided.

§Fisher’s exact test, two-sided.   
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 correlated with thickness (i.e., their expression decreased as the 

thickness increased) and 175 sequences were positively corre-

lated (i.e., their expression increased as the thickness increased). 

The expression of 23 of 24 genes involved in DNA repair in-

creased as the thickness of the primary melanoma increased, 

as did the expression of genes associated with the cell cycle (all 

eight genes examined), protein folding (all 10 genes examined), 

chromatin remodeling (all 10 genes examined), and heat shock 

protein activity (all 11 genes examined). In contrast, expression 

decreased as the thickness of the primary melanoma increased 

for genes involved in serine-type endopeptidase inhibitor activity 

(all 15 genes examined), cell adhesion (all 15 genes examined), 

cell – cell signaling (all eight genes examined), and transcription 

factor  activity (33 of the 36 genes examined).  

  Relationship Between Gene Expression in Primary 

Melanomas and Its Metastases 

 Previous studies  ( 24  ,  25 )  on breast and liver cancers have 

found only small differences in gene expression between primary 

cancers and their subsequent metastases. When analyzing the 

nine pairs of primary melanoma and their metastases from the 

same patients without preprocessing of the sequences, we found 

no statistically signifi cant differences in gene expression between 

primary melanoma tissue and its metastatic tumor tissue (at an 

adjusted statistical signifi cance level of  P <.05 with a paired 

 t  test).  

  Confi rmation of Gene Expression Results by 

Immunohistochemistry on Tissue Microarrays 

 The expression of 23 proteins from the 254-gene classifi er 

that had commercially available antibodies was studied by im-

munoreactivity. These proteins corresponded to genes selected 

from the list of genes predictive of distant metastasis – free sur-

vival at 4 years, including GMNN, KPNA2, RFC4, CENPA, 

PTGDS, CDC6, CDC2, F10, EPHB6, NME1, ECT2, NEK2, 

PCNA, BIRC5, MCM3, MCM4, MCM6, and HAUSP, or associ-

ated with ulceration (IL6) or with tumor thickness (WNT11, 

KLK4, KLK7, and KLK11). For this part, the study material con-

sisted of paraffi n-embedded tissue from a total of 238 melano-

mas, including 62 melanomas from the study set and 176 primary 

melanomas from an independent set, from patients with a median 

follow-up of 8.5 years. 

 In the study set of 62 melanomas, immunoreactivity in the mel-

anoma cores with eight antibodies (i.e., antibodies directed against 

MCM4, MCM3, MCM6, KPNA2, geminin, NME1, KLK7, and 

factor X) of the 23 antibodies was statistically  signifi cantly associ-

ated with distant metastasis – free survival and/or overall survival 

  Fig. 2.     Pattern of expression of the 254-gene classifi er for 4-year distant 
metastasis – free survival.  Left ) Pattern of expression of the 254 genes in the 
58 patients from the study set.  Right ) Validation set of 17 patients. Each column 
represents the prognostic profi le of the 254 genes for one tumor, and each row 
represents the relative level of expression of one gene. Genes are rank ordered 
according to their correlation with the prognosis in the study set. Tumors are 
ordered according to their true prognosis group (group M  −   to the left; group M +  
to the right) and within each group by increasing thickness values. The  color 

bar  at the top indicates the level of mRNA expression.  Red  = higher level of 
expression of mRNA in the tumor than the reference level of mRNA (pool of all 
primary tumors);  green  = lower level of expression than the reference;  black  = 
no change from the reference.    
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(at a statistical signifi cance level of  P <.05, in accordance with the 

prognostic signifi cance of the genes selected by the microarray 

analysis). Furthermore, immunohistochemistry data confi rmed the 

microarray results with respect to the correlation between the ex-

pression of MCM4, MCM3, PCNA, and NME1 proteins and the 

thickness of the melanoma (Pearson’s correlation for MCM4, 

 r  = .35 and  P  = .007; MCM3,  r  = .47 and  P <.001; PCNA,  r  = .33 

and  P  = .01; NME1,  r  =  − .39 and  P  = .002). 

 The expression of gene products with a statistically signifi cant 

association with distant metastasis – free survival or with overall 

survival was further studied by immunohistochemistry in an in-

dependent set of 176 primary melanomas. The expression of each 

gene was separated into two groups by use of the observed aver-

age expression value of that gene in the 62-patient study set. 

From a univariate analysis, a statistically signifi cant association 

was observed between immunoreactivity and overall survival (at 

a statistical signifi cance level of  P <.05) for MCM4 ( P  = .002; 

     Figs. 3, A , and      4, A ), MCM3 ( P  = .030;      Figs. 3 , B, and 4, B), 

MCM6 ( P  = .004;      Figs. 3, C , and      4, C ), KPNA2 ( P  = .021; 

     Figs. 3, D , and      4, D ), and geminin ( P  = .004; data not shown). Stain-

  ing was both nuclear and cytoplasmic for MCM4; nuclear for 

MCM3, MCM6, and geminin; and cytoplasmic for KPNA2. 

When we applied a backward selection procedure to select the 

most important clinical and histologic prognostic variables in a 

multivariable Cox regression model from the variables listed in 

     Table 1 , only four variables were retained — i.e., tumor thickness, 

ulceration, age, and sex. Immunohistochemically detected ex-

pression of MCM4 (hazard ratio [HR] of death = 4.04, 95% 

CI = 1.39 to 11.76;  P  = .010) and MCM6 (HR of death = 7.42, 

95% CI = 1.99 to 27.64;  P  = .003) proteins was still statistically 

signifi cantly associated with overall survival when adjusted for 

those four variables in a multivariable Cox model.      

  Confi rmation of Expression Measurements by RT – PCR 

 Nine genes of the 23 genes subjected to protein analysis (i.e., 

MCM4, MCM3, MCM6, KPNA2, KLK7, PCNA, PTGDS, 

RFC4, and NME1) were selected for analysis by quantitative 

RT – PCR, and the correlation between gene expression as mea-

sured by microarrays and gene expression as measured by RT –

 PCR in the study series of 83 primary melanomas was assessed. 

As shown in      Table 3 , the two methods exhibited high correlation; 

all nine correlation coeffi cients were statistically signifi cant at a 

level of  P  less than .001.     

  D ISCUSSION  

 This study is, to our knowledge, the fi rst that uses a large retro-

spective series of frozen samples with long-term follow-up to 

 analyze the genes underlying tumor progression in melanoma. 

  Fig. 3.     Kaplan – Meier analysis of overall 
survival (OS) among the validation set of 176 
patients according to the immunoreactivity 
of their melanomas in comparison to the 
average value from the initial study set of 
patients.  Black  = less than or equal to this 
average value;  red  = more than this average 
value. The genes evaluated were MCM4, 
MCM3, MCM6, and KPNA2.  A ) MCM4. 
The 4-year OS for patients with a lower or 
equal expression, compared with the average 
expression from the study set, was 83% (95% 
confi dence interval [CI] = 73% to 92%); the 
4-year OS for patients with higher expression 
was 66% (95% CI = 56% to 75%).  B ) MCM3. 
The 4-year OS for patients with a lower or 
equal expression, compared with the average 
expression from the study set, was 76% (95% 
CI = 66% to 86%); the 4-year OS for patients 
with higher expression was 67% (95% CI = 
58% to 77%).  C ) MCM6. The 4-year OS 
for patients with a lower or equal expression, 
compared with the average expression from 
the study set, was 81% (95% CI = 71% to 
92%); the 4-year OS for patients with higher 
expression was 67% (95% CI = 58% to 75%). 
 D ) KPNA2. The 4-year OS for patients with 
a lower or equal expression, compared with 
the average expression from the study set, 
was 85% (95% CI = 74% to 95%); the 4-year 
OS for patients with higher expression was 
66% (95% CI = 57% to 75%). All  P  values 
were from a two-sided stratifi ed log-rank test.    
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Using a pangenomic oligonucleotide microarray, we found that a 

254-gene expression signature could identify patients at risk to 

develop distant metastasis. We also found several immunohisto-

chemical markers that appear to have prognostic signifi cance. The 

gene predictor consisted of 254 sequences, of which 174 corre-

spond to known genes (Supplementary      Table 3;  available at  http://

jncicancerspectrum.oxfordjournals.org/jnci/content/vol98/issue7 ). 

From these 174 genes, 141 were underexpressed and 33 were 

overexpressed in melanomas from patients who remained free of 

metastasis for 4 years. Seventy-fi ve of these 174 genes have previ-

ously been reported to be involved in the biology of cancer, but 

only 30 of the 75 genes have been studied in melanoma (Supple-

mentary      Table 3 ). These 30 genes include genes involved in the 

cell cycle (CKS2, CDC2, CCNB1, CENPF, and DHFR), mitosis 

(HCAP-G and STK6), mitotic spindle checkpoint (BUB1), inhibi-

tion (BIRC5) or stimulation (GPR105) of apoptosis, DNA repli-

cation (TOP2A, RRM2, TYMS, PCNA, MCM4, and MCM6), 

stress response (GLRX2, DNAJA1, HSPA4, HSPA5, HSPD1, 

and TXNIP), ubiquitin cycle (SIP), actin and calmodulin binding 

(CNN3), intracellular signaling (STMN2), negative regulation 

of Wnt-signaling pathway (CTNNBIP1), inhibition of Mitf ex-

pression (EMX2), regulation of proteolysis (TNA), testis cancer 

(CML66), and metastasis suppression (NME1). 

 As well as these genes with known activity in melanoma, our 

study identifi ed genes involved in tumor progression of melanoma 

that also have been previously shown to be involved in other can-

cers. Of particular interest are the 33 genes whose expression is 

higher in melanomas from patients that did not metastasize to dis-

tant sites within 4 years after diagnosis than in those that metasta-

sized by 4 years, suggesting an antimetastatic role for these genes 

(Supplementary      Table 3 ). These 33 genes included PROM2, a 

gene expressed in neural stem cells but absent from various can-

cer cell lines  ( 26 ) ; genes for several protease inhibitors, such as 

SPINT2, which encodes the serine peptidase inhibitor Kunitz type 

2; and CST3 and CST5, which encode the small molecular weight 

protein inhibitors of cysteine proteinases, such as cathepsins B, H, 

and L; PCP4, which encodes the neuron- specifi c protein PEP-19; 

CXCL14, which encodes a chemokine with tumor-suppressive 

functions in prostate cancer  ( 27 ) ; and PTGDS, which encodes 

prostaglandin D synthase. Although the biologic signifi cance of 

prostaglandins in melanoma progression is unknown, increased 

expression of prostaglandin D synthase has been correlated with 

inhibition of cell proliferation in ovarian cancer cells  ( 28 ) . 

 Among 23 gene products studied, eight immunohistochemi-

cal markers were statistically signifi cantly associated with dis-

tant metastasis – free survival and/or overall survival. The lack of 

prognostic signifi cance for the immunoexpression of the 15 other 

genes could be explained either by posttranscriptional modifi ca-

tions or by technical constraints, such as those linked to the var-

ious fi xatives used since the 1980s, when collection of specimens 

for this study began. Immunoreactivity for these markers was 

restricted to melanoma cells, thereby excluding the analysis of 

stromal cells in our study. Because our results were validated in 

an independent set of 176 primary melanomas, the use of this 

battery of fi ve antibodies may in the future improve the determi-

nation of prognosis and treatment stratifi cation. Karyopherin- α 2, 

which participates in the nuclear import of proteins with a clas-

sical nuclear localization signal, is as sociated with poor differen-

tiation in several cancers  ( 29 ) , and karyopherin- α 2 overexpression 

identifi ed melanoma patients with poor outcome. 

 To ensure that genomic DNA is fully replicated only once 

 during each cell division, it is particularly important that the ini-

tiation of DNA replication be tightly controlled in rapidly divid  -

ing cells and that the site of the origin where DNA replication 

begins is also tightly regulated. This regulation is ensured by the 

geminin-mediated inhibition of Cdt1, which controls further 

recruitment of specifi c minichromosome maintenance proteins 

(MCM2 – 7) to the replication origins. The list of 361 sequences 

associated with clinical outcome, at an adjusted statistical sig-

nifi cance level of  P  value of less than .05, contained almost all 

MCM proteins that unwind DNA at replication origins. These 

fi ndings are particularly striking because expression of MCM 

proteins is absolutely necessary for the active DNA replication 

and cell division that is required for tumor growth. This pathway 

is also regulated by geminin, which is regarded as a tumor sup-

pressor gene that regulates genomic stability during cell cycle 

 (30 , 31) . Geminin regulates genomic stability in cycling cells by 

preventing fi ring (or activation) of new replication origins before 

completion of a mitotic cycle, to ensure that DNA is replicated 

  Table 3.       Pearson’s correlation coeffi cients between the logarithmic ratios 
obtained, respectively, from microarrays and from relative expression by 
quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction for the study series of 83 
primary melanomas  

Gene Correlation coeffi cient No. of observations

KLK7 .82 70
PCNA .86 81
KPNA2 .86 82
MCM6 .83 82
MCM3 .82 83
MCM4 .76 82
PTGDS .73 79
RFC4 .77 82
NME1 .74 82

  Fig. 4.     Expression of gene products in primary melanomas. Immunohistochemical 
brown staining of primary melanoma using monoclonal antibodies against the 
following proteins:  A ) MCM4.  B ) MCM3.  C ) MCM6.  D ) KPNA2. Grade 4 
(immunostained cells >50% of total) cytoplasmic ( A  and  D ) and nuclear ( B  and 
 C ) immunoreactivity in the melanoma cells is shown.  Scale bar  = 50  μ m.    
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only once per cell cycle. Geminin prevents the interaction 

 between Cdt1, an essential component of the replication licens-

ing system, and MCM2 – 7, the minichromosome maintenance 

helicase complex  ( 30 ) . Overexpression of the MCMs and gemi-

nin has been found in other types of tumors  ( 32 ) , but to our 

knowledge this is the fi rst demonstration of such overexpression 

in primary melanomas associated with high risk of metastasis 

and death. Geminin protein was detected by immunohistochem-

istry exclusively in the cytoplasm of melanoma cells but was de-

tected predominantly in the nucleus of uninvolved overlying 

epidermal cells. The lack of geminin in the nuclei of melanoma 

cells may indicate that a posttranslational modifi cation is inter-

fering with its nuclear import and thereby contributing to tumor 

progression by enhancing genomic instability. 

 Finally, in tumors that were associated with poor prognosis, it 

appears that the global increase in cell replication (as also indi-

cated by overexpression of PCNA) is also associated with dys-

regulation of the activation of replication origins, which could 

result in both enhanced proliferation and destabilization of the 

genome. In this study, we have identifi ed genes whose expression 

appears to be associated with in vivo metastatic dissemination of 

primary cutaneous melanomas.  

 To obtain enough mRNA for our analyses, this study was lim-

ited to melanomas in the vertical growth phase and/or with a 

thickness of more than 1 mm. Consequently, the genes identifi ed 

in this study may be relevant for the transition the vertical growth 

phase to metastasis but do not provide information on earlier 

steps in tumor progression. Moreover, as this study was retro-

spective in nature, sentinel node involvement was not assessed 

in our study population. The supervised analysis to predict dis-

tant metastasis – free survival at 4 years showed a misclassifi ca-

tion rate of 29% for gene classifi er as estimated by leave-one-out 

cross-validation. The permutation test provided a  P  value of 

.04, indicating that the observed misclassifi cation rate was sta-

tistically signifi cantly better than what could be expected by 

chance. The prognostic accuracy of our 254-gene classifi er was 

similar to that predicted by the well characterized prognostic fac-

tors tumor thickness and ulceration. 

 Some of our results, especially those related to dysfunction of 

the activation or fi ring or replication origins, provide new diag-

nostic tools for the accurate diagnosis of melanoma and shed new 

light on the molecular mechanisms underlying poor prognosis in 

melanoma patients. Several of the genes listed in the 254-gene 

signature are targets of established or experimental therapies in 

other solid cancers, including kinesins  ( 33 ) , cyclin-dependent 

 kinases [such as CDK-2 and -4  ( 34 ) ], primase  ( 35 ) , and DHFR 

 ( 36 ) . Also, with regard to the list of proteins whose expression 

was correlated with distant metastasis – free survival or overall 

survival, peptides have been developed that bind to karyopherin-

 α 2  ( 37 )  and prevent its interaction with nuclear factor  κ B and with 

geminin  ( 38 ) , resulting in suppression of cell proliferation. These 

results emphasize the importance of some interactions in mela-

noma progression, such as the control of geminin – CDT1 interac-

tion or of MCMs binding, that may shed light on the molecular 

mechanism underlying poor prognosis in melanoma patients.    
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